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Editorial
Welcome to the September edition of The Platform.
A lot has happened since June. The Summer 
Evening Events are over for another year with 
competitor numbers well up on 2007. Rhodri ran in 
the Junior World Orienteering Championships in 
Sweden, and he has written a great article on his 
experiences on page 3, Croeso has come and 
gone, most of us have been on holiday and, 
hopefully, come back refreshed, for the start of 
another season.
I would, however, question whether Croeso was a 
holiday for the many members who helped for long 
hours each day. Whilst the event was a resounding 
success, I do wonder at what cost, particularly as 
we seek volunteers to help at our next event.
A Nopesport poll, suggested that Clydach Terrace 
was considered the best area of Croeso week, with 
most of the competitors looking forward to running 
on the area on a sunny day!!
In addition to Rhodri’s article, Kevin Bush has 
provided some words on Clydach Terrace from a 
Planner’s perspective. 
Enjoy the read. Thanks to you all who have helped 
with this edition. 
Nigel Ferrand nigel.ferrand@virgin.net

News

Winter Street League and socials

Plans are afoot for our first Winter Street O 
League. Six events are currently planned 
between November and April. All events will be a 
mass start at 7.00 p.m. A flyer will be available to 
download from the website soon. Details are still 
being sorted. The fixture list below is very much 
provisional.

A satisfied competitor at the end of the String Course at 
Clydach Terrace. 

Congratulations

Jamie with baby Samuel, who was born on 19th

August, weighing in at 8lb 2oz..  Training will 
commence in a year or so for the Croeso 2012 
string course. 

Winter Street league 2008/9

Nov One hour score Radyr?
Dec One hour score Cathays?
14-Jan 10k and 5k course Roath
11-Feb One hour score Newport
Mar One hour score Canton
Apr One hour score Penarth

Date Type of Event Location 

Xmas Event  We are still looking for an 
planner/organiser for the annual Xmas fun event 
planned for 27 December on the Wenallt. There is 
no set format, although in recent years it has 
tended to be a novelty score event. If you are 
interested, contact one of the committee.

mailto:nigel.ferrand@virgin.net
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Summer Evening Events a 
great success

Six events were held in this year’s Summer 
Evening Event series. Looking at the results, the 
positive news is that participation levels were 
significantly higher than last year. In 2007 we had 
86 runners, in 2008 we had 168, including 59 
independents. The events at Caldicot Castle, the 
Wenallt and the Roath Street Race were 
particularly popular with in excess of 30 
participants at each. 

FCC and UK Cup 2009
Next year’s Future Champion Cup and UK Cup 
fixtures are now available. All should be quality 
events and, whilst focused on the top juniors/elites, 
anyone can enter in one class or another.

Video treat
In this video you can see someone running round this 
year’s sprint course at the World Orienteering 
Championships. http://www.youtube.com/user/jankoc

Next year’s British date change 
The date of the 2009 British Orienteering 
Championships has had to be moved back by a 
couple of weeks to the weekend of 28 February 
and 1 March due to concerns by the Forestry 
Commission over nesting birds. As a result, it now 
clashes with the original date of the Welsh 
Championships that SWOC will be organising. The 
revised date for the Welsh is now the weekend of 
the 14th and 15th March.

Route Gadget at Croeso
Our RouteGadget site proved popular at Croeso, 
with over 600 routes being recorded during the 
course of the week. 

Next committee meeting
All members are welcome to come along to our 
committee meetings. The next one will be held on 
21 October at Pete Colbert’s house. 

2008 AGM
The club AGM will be held after the Street Score 
Event in Radyr in Nov at a venue yet to be 
determined.  Likely to be a local public House/ 
Restaurant. Details will be sent to members in due 
course.

FCC and UK Cup dates 2009 

21-Feb JOK chasing sprint TBC FCC 

22-Feb Southern Championships Slough FCC 

28-Feb British Championships New Forest FCC  & UK Cup

10-Apr JK Sprint Newcastle FCC & UK Cup

11-Apr JK Middle North East FCC  & UK Cup

12-Apr JK Long North East FCC & UK Cup

19-Apr Northern Championships Lake district FCC 

02-May BOK national Forest of Dean FCC Final

09-May British Elite Sprint Nottingham UK Cup

10-May British Middle El ite Leicester UK Cup

03-Jul WOC selection race Sprint tbc UK Cup

04-Jul WOC selection race Middle tbc UK Cup

05-Jul WOC selection race Long tbc UK Cup

CommentDate Type of Event Location 
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If you run with a GPS for post run analysis, you may 
find Quick Route useful, particularly if RouteGadget is 
not available. All you need is an image file of the 
course (e.g. a scanned map) and the TCX file from 
your GPS unit. You will then be able to look at all the 
errors you made during your race!! As an added 
bonus, your speed is colour coded. Standing still 
relocating could be dark red, the sprint during the run-
in, dark green.  The software is free, although small 
donations appreciated, and can be downloaded from  
http://www.matstroeng.se/quickroute/en/features.php .

http://www.youtube.com/user/jankoc
http://www.matstroeng.se/quickroute/en/features.php
http://www.matstroeng.se/quickroute/en/index.php
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The Junior World Orienteering 
Championships report by Rhodri Buffet

The Junior World Orienteering Championships (‘JWOC’) began for me over a year ago. Since missing out on JWOC 2007 
in Australia through injury, this year’s race had been my year round focus. JWOC 2008 took place in Gothenburg, 
Sweden. Britain sent a full team, consisting of 12 athletes, 2 coaches and a physio, who was probably the most valued 
person on the team! JWOC consists of 5 races, a sprint, middle qualification and final, classic and relay in that order, with 
two rest days thrown in for good measure. The preparation is as important as the race itself with major competitions, so 
the team could head out to Gothenburg a month before to train on similar areas to JWOC. I went out for the entire month, 
along with Doug and Hector, with the other members of the team coming and going as best they could, having to fit it in 
around exams, school and university. The month we spent out there training was fairly average on the weather front, being 
a bit of a mixed bag, not too hot, with the odd thunder storm, so it came as a big shock when JWOC week itself turned out 
to be a real scorcher. 

The opening ceremony took place in Liesberg Theme Park, with the usual speeches and presentations. However, there 
was a bit of a surprise when a few songs were performed by a skinny pink jean wearing band. It could only be described 
as a poor attempt at a mosh pit. This, along with a few falling flag poles, nearly accounted for the first casualties of the 
week, but fortunately everyone was fine.  

The format of each of the individual races was the same:  the athletes were nominated by the coaches for either an early, 
middle or late start two days before the event, with start lists coming out the day before the race along with bus times. 
Each athlete is allocated a space on a bus to take them to the start arena around 75 minutes or so before your start time, 
so there is a fair bit of waiting around. The start arena is separate to that of the finish arena so that finish times and advice 
from finished runners cannot be passed on to those who have not started. 
The first event was the sprint, with the terrain varying from housing estates to typical Swedish forests. Start intervals were 
a minute, with men and women alternating every 30seconds. This was probably my best race, even though I made a large 
error on control 8. I ran it hard, but always trying to be in control and to flow through the course. Everything was going 
right, until I decided to run the leg I was planning, rather than the leg I was running. That dropped me from 5th to 72nd. I 
managed to pick it up though and finish in 42nd place. This just goes to show how costly a minute error can really be. The 
other Brit guys also didn’t perform to their best, with some other errors creeping in. Top Brit finisher of the day though went 
to Hollie Orr in 37th position. 
The middle qualifier is always a tactical affair, where a steady clean run would normally be enough to slot you into the A 
final the next day, so it was just a simple case of keeping a clear head, and avoiding getting distracted. There were 3 
slightly different courses for both the men and the women, and 3 athletes would start at the same time, each with a 
separate course. I was fairly pleased with my run, even though I made a few errors, and was able to qualify fairly 
comfortably in 10th in my heat. For the other Brits it was a bit of a mixed bag with some of the runners not making the A 
final.   

Part of Rhodri’s sprint map at JWOC
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The Junior World Orienteering 
Championships report by Rhodri Buffet

The middle final has to go down as one of my worst races. It was mainly on bare open rock and open hills with marshes in 
between. The heat and lack of a drinks point made the race particularly energy sapping. I set off well and was again in 5th 
at control 2, but then missed on 3 and lost heaps of time, from then it was a case of playing catch up, and because of this I 
completely blew it. I staggered across the finish line, downed 5 cups of energy drink, 4 of water and threw 3 over me, and 
was then hit by a huge wave of disappointment and sense of underachievement. 

After a rest day, it was the turn of the classic, a 10.2km course with 400m climb. I later worked out that I had actually run 
around 13km, this just goes to show the extent of the route choice involved…or possibly just some poor ones on my part. I 
decided to run with a Camelbak, despite there being 3 drinks points on course. This was due to the heat and my 
dehydration during the middle final. Under instructions to take the first few km’s easy, I set off, but started poorly making 
some basic errors and not getting into the map properly. However, when I tried to pick the pace up my legs didn’t respond, 
and it dawned on me that this was going to be a very long day indeed. Some more poor execution from my attack points 
and lack of contact on the longer legs cost me large chunks of time, and dropped me down the order. Overall, not a good 
day. Hector however provided us with something to cheer about, with a stunning 16th place, coming through strongly in 
the second half of the course. 

Having had a fairly poor week in the forest, I was to lead off the 2nd team in the relay. 1st leg is definitely my preference, 
mainly due to the head to head nature of it, and for some reason I seem to find it easier to orienteer. I came back in 9th, 
and handed over to Ralph Street, who in turn handed over to Matt Halliday. It was a close race between the two British 
teams, but it was the 2nd team which prevailed, much to the surprise of everyone I think. 

Overall JWOC was a bag full of mixed emotions. Relief as I’d finally got myself to a JWOC in semi decent shape, well not 
on crutches at least, disappointment from the poor performances, and a sense of achievement, knowing that no matter 
how hard the races got, or how large the mistake, I kept fighting to the finish and can always say that I gave it everything. 

Part of Rhodri’s relay course
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A planner’s tale –report by Kevin (and Jayne) on day 6 of Croeso

When I volunteered to Plan SWOC’s day at Croeso I imagined that I'd have all the hard work done well in advance. It 
turned out that this was not the case as the first draft of the map was not available until late April, and even then, there 
were still uncertainties over who owned a few parcels of land. 

I managed to coerce Jane (its amazing the power a bar of marzipan chocolate has), into planning the junior courses and 
we had our first visit just before May Day. The first part of the day was sunny and we managed to suss out some control 
sites on the further reaches of the long technical courses, intending to visit the more technical areas close to the 
assembly area in the afternoon. We had also arranged to meet Nigel to confirm the start and finish locations. Alas, the 
wind got up and the rain come down hard. Nigel was soaked to the skin when we met him. Was this the start of a trend?

We had been told there was a foot bridge over the Clydach River, close to the  finish, that could be used by competitors 
to get from the technical area to the finish. We soon discovered it was in a ruinous, unusable state, hence the reason you 
all had to run through the river on the day. You may have noticed the ruined bridge as you crossed the water channel. 

Over the next month or so, in between holidays and spells of bad weather, we managed to finally plan all the courses. 
There were some initial concerns about the readability of the map in the technical areas. This was solved by lightning 
some of the colour tones used. Colin Spears, our controller, also made a few minor corrections to the map to improve 
legibility. One area of pits was marked as broken ground for instance. 

The very technical area immediately to the East of assembly precluded its use on the most junior courses, so we opted to 
use an area South of the Heads of the Valley road, returning via an underpass and skirting the edge of assembly to the 
common finish. For the technical courses there was the complex area alluded to above, consisting of old iron workings 
and spoil heaps into which all competitors on these courses would start. Moving eastwards there was more heather and 
marshland with some open hill-side with odd areas of old workings here and there. To the south there was a patchwork of 
fields, some of which were out of bounds, and areas of scrubland crossed by steep gullies and barbed wire fences. The 
longest courses crossed the open moorland, which had limited features, to gain access to the more technical valley 
slopes to the North-East. Planning was finally completed by late June.

We were able to relax and enjoy the first few days of Croeso as Competitors. On Day 4, at Wentwood, we had to wait 
around after the event to collect the stakes and kites we needed for day 6. It turned out to be a long wait, made worse as  
Jane did her best to knock me out by slamming the can boot down on my head in a rain squall. 

We didn’t run on Day 5 as we had to put out our controls. We had an early 
start, stopping at the event centre to pick up the control units. The gate to 
the assembly area was locked, so we had to park near Brynmawr school 
on the other side of the map. After putting out 3 controls I was approached 
by a ‘farmer’, with 3 sheep dogs, and asked what I was up to. He advised 
me that he owned the field I was in, he knew nothing about the event and 
we were not to use his land. Luckily Nigel phoned me shortly after (I'd left 
my phone list in Jane’s car) and I was able to pass this news on.  This 
caused a few panics for a couple of hours until Judith managed to speak 
with actual landowner to confirm permissions. It turned out the ‘farmer’
grazed a few sheep on the land on an informal tenancy basis and the 
landowner had not told him about the event.  

After putting out most of my controls, I checked one or two put out by Jane, 
as she hadn't visited some sites before and the marker tapes had been 
eaten by sheep. At about four o'clock the gate to the Assembly Area was 
opened so we drove over to put out most of the remaining controls. Two 
further problems arose. Firstly, we had no control unit for 249, so had to 
use a spare, and Colin, reported he hadn't found a control on the hillside 
which Jane had put out earlier. (Jane said that she wasn't sure that she 
had put it on the correct boulder as it was her first foray into this bit of the 
area, so had made sure it was visible from miles away!!) I therefore had to 
trudge out to a far part of the area to check it, as I didn't fancy doing it the 
next morning given the appalling weather forecast. I eventually found the 
control a few hundred metres to the north of where it should have been on 
an unmapped boulder near to the edge of the map. With dusk approaching 
we eventually left for home.

A bit of Pete Nicholson’s route on Clydach 
Terrace.
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Planner’s tale [cont]

On the morning of the event it was murky, but still dry, when we started out to check that all the controls had woken up. I had 
the short straw of checking all the distant controls. After an hour or so the rain started and going was slow. By the time I got
to the open hillside, courses had opened and I saw one or two runners running past in the mist. By now the mist was down 
on this part of the area. The previous day’s exertions had taken its toll and I struggled to run round, so walked instead. I 
checked the final controls and now turned for home - into horizontal rain and a cold wind. It was good to get down to the 
lower area where I bumped into some familiar faces amongst the runners going hither and thither. In the technical area 
probably 50% were running and 50% were standing on higher features relocating. 

I finally got back to assembly, after 4 hours, very cold and very wet. I tried unsuccessfully to warm up in the download tent. 
However, I did hear some good comments from returning runners. One M21 particularly liked the varied terrain - complex to 
moorland to scrubland as an example and then complex again at the end with zigzag legs. He even thanked me for the 
weather. My failure to warm up was starting to cause concern and I was whisked back to my car and told to change, put the 
heater on and warm up, which I duly did. Later I found out that some competitors, on finishing, had developed hypothermia.  
I think I was pretty close. 

As the day wore on the rain got even heavier. The problem of collecting in the controls was now paramount, especially as 
someone from North Wales had indicated to me that they needed the control units to take back with them after the event. 
Jane drove across to the School to collect the more distant controls, Pete Ribbans and Gareth Buffett went to collect the 
middle distant controls and crossing points. Angela Tyrell and Richard Jones collected in some near controls. I was warmer 
now and went out with Pete Colbert to collect some close controls. The rain now became quite torrential and my walking 
boots were soon full of water. When I eventually got back to assembly Nigel was waiting, but looking rather concerned that 
Jayne and Pete were still out. The assembly area was now almost deserted, with only the Colbert’s, the lorry picking up the 
loos  the crew taking down the download tent, and Lauren trying to get warm in Nigel’s car still there. The farmer had also 
arrived, waiting for us to leave before locking the gate. As Jayne and Pete still hadn’t returned, I went with Nigel and Lauren 
to find Jayne and Pete’s cars, leaving Pete Colbert behind in his car with phone. When we found both Jane and Pete's cars 
we phone Pete  so he could go home. 

Waiting was a bit uncomfortable as there was me, Nigel and Lauren jammed into a car full of O Kit. After a short time the rain 
eased off and Pete R returned. Jane was still out so I relocated to Pete's car which had more room. When Jayne still hadn’t 
returned  by 6.00, Nigel went for a ‘stroll’ and bumped into Jayne a couple of hundred metres from the cars. At last we could 
go home, or so we thought. Pete R went home and as Nigel went to drive off, we noticed his rear tyre was flat. Alas, his 
spare wheel was under all the O kit and, surprise, surprise, it started to pour down again. Aided by Jane and Lauren, the 
wheel was changed successfully. It was home at last. I think I must have languished in that hot bath for the best part of an 
hour before I felt human again. Then a few emails were sent around, as about 8 controls had been left out on the area. Pete 
Colbert got these in the next day. As a postscript, the comments on the Clydach Terrace area were very positive and I'm 
sure we will get good use out of the area again. 

Various SWOC helpers at download and the string course looking cold, wet but still cheerful. Notice the summer clothing!! 
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Links to all clubs can found here - http://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/findaclub.php

Links to fixtures can be found here http://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/event/findevent.php

The above list does not include the Street Score league, details of which can be found on page 1

This site is also useful for all registered events. http://www.oobrien.com/map/?p=cf23

Selection of events, both local and far
Club

20-Sep Junior Home Int'ls Mersyside Big weekend for the juniors

20-Sep Sarum Cadihoe weekend Nomansland The traditional chasing start on Sunday.

21-Sep HOC District Event Croft Castle, Ludlow

29-Sep SWOC Welsh League
Storey Arm's, 
Merthyr A new area for a Welsh League fixture

04-Oct NIOA Veteran Home Int'ls Northern Ireland

05-Oct SWOA Long O's                       
Quantocks and 
Dartmoor

Long O weekend in the south west, could be a 
cracker

05-Oct BOK District Event Leigh Woods, Bristol Not too far to travel

11-Oct SLOW City of London race London
The title says it all, part of the urban street 
series

11-Oct SWOC Western Night league Merthyr Common Local  night score, not for beginners
12-Oct SWOC Local Score Merthyr Common Local score 

12-Oct WSX Regional Bransgore The annual Dorset Delight regional event

19-Oct OD Compass Sport Final Sutton Park We need a strong turnout for this event

25-Oct NGOC Local League Event Minchinhampton One of the saturday NGOC league events

26-Oct SOA Senior Home Int'ls Scotland

26-Oct BOK Long O Ashton Court Should be interesting

09-Nov NGOC Regional Sallowvallets Good Forest of Dean area
22-Nov SBOC Local Margam
23-Nov BOK District Event Forest of Dean

29-Oct NGOC Local League Event Mosely Green One of the saturday NGOC league events

30-Nov SWOC District Event Cwm Lickey Always a good area.

06-Dec NGOC Western Night league Srandish Local  night score

07-Dec HOC Regional event Postensplain W est midland forest area
27-Dec SWOC XMAS event Wenallt

Date Event Location Comment 

http://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/findaclub.php
http://www.britishorienteering.org.uk/event/findevent.php
http://www.oobrien.com/map/?p=cf23
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